kind of freedom it promises or for their maintaining by isolating an impossible
dream (the perfect workers' state), or is it an indictment of the bad faith of these
trespassers, squabbling idealists and intellectuals who are unable to reconcile
themselves with a different (Stalinist?) ideal.

Tarkovsky, perhaps, is able to continue working because his 'dissent' is such a
multilayered angst. As in his previous films, the imagery of Stalker crosses
Western influences with Russian epiphanies, cultural whimsicalities with
personal mysteries. Solaris incorporated rather than challenged 2001, and one
scene here - a woman in fur, a sleek black sports car, and behind the grey
unfocused geometry of another depressing industrial view - is evocative of
nothing so much as the ennui of Antoniom. But what, in the end, signals the
more rigorous nature of Stalker is that the vaguely humanist saving graces of the
other films have shrivelled to no more than a few notations: in particular, the
brief, barely audible strains of some popular classics - the 'Ode to Joy' and
(perhaps) the 'Bolero' - that counterpoint the clatter of trains passing by.

Richard Combs, Monthly Film Bulletin, January 1981
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